# Counseling and Higher Ed

## COUN/Counseling

### COUN 2610  PRIN COUNSELING I
- **Section 001 (6260)**: CRE 3.0 MWF 12:00 pm-12:50 pm MATT 114
- **Section 002 (6972)**: CRE 3.0 MWF 09:59 am-10:50 am MATT 114

### COUN 2620  DIVERSITY AWARENESS
- **Section 001 (7029)**: CRE 3.0 TR 09:30 am-10:50 am WH 315
- **Section 002 (7082)**: CRE 3.0 TR 12:30 pm-01:50 pm WH 112
- **Section 003 (15364)**: CRE 3.0 TR 11:00 am-12:20 pm WH 214

### COUN 3600  THERAPEUTIC PLAY
- **Section 001 (6261)**: CRE 3.0 TR 08:00 am-09:20 am WH 312
- **Section 002 (6262)**: CRE 3.0 TR 12:30 pm-01:50 pm GAB 438

### COUN 3620  PRIN COUNSELING II
- **Section 001 (7184)**: CRE 3.0 MWF 12:59 pm-01:50 pm MATT 112

### COUN 3630  INFO & CAREER DEV
- **Section 001 (6263)**: CRE 3.0 TR 09:30 am-10:50 am MATT 114
- **Section 002 (7045)**: CRE 3.0 TR 11:00 am-12:20 pm PEB 219

### COUN 4900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
- **Section 700 (6264)**: CRE V RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.

### COUN 5000  FILIAL/FAMILY THERAPY
- **Section 001 (16806)**: CRE 3.0 T 05:29 pm-08:20 pm GAB 438 Meany-Walen K

### COUN 5290  ETH LEG ISSUES IN CMHC
- **Section 001 (7077)**: CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 112 Spellings M

### COUN 5300  ETHICS PROG DEV CMHC
- **Section 001 (7024)**: CRE 3.0 W 02:00 pm-04:50 pm WH 312

### COUN 5470  CAREER DEV & INFO
- **Section 001 (6270)**: CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm SAGE 231 Taylor L

### COUN 5480  DX AND TX IN CNSLNG
- **Section 001 (13984)**: CRE 3.0 M 02:00 pm-04:50 pm WH 315 Prosek E

### COUN 5490  ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR
- **Section 001 (7078)**: CRE 3.0 M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 121 Ballinger J

### COUN 5540  WOMEN'S EMOT HLTH
- **Section 001 (15015)**: CRE 3.0 R 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 112 Chandler C Course Topic: WOMEN'S EMOTIONAL HEALTH

### COUN 5580  FAMILY COUNSELING
- **Section 001 (6271)**: CRE 3.0 T 05:29 pm-08:20 pm SAGE 355 Bennett C

### COUN 5610  ADDICTION COUNSELING
- **Section 002 (18052)**: CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 215 Cartwright A

### COUN 5650  ADV PLAY THERAPY SKILLS
- **Section 001 (13983)**: CRE 3.0 R 05:29 pm-08:20 pm PHYS 116 Jones L

### COUN 5660  ADV COUN SKILLS
- **Section 001 (14377)**: CRE 3.0 R 05:29 pm-09:20 pm WSC2 155
- **Section 002 (7170)**: CRE 3.0 R 05:29 pm-09:20 pm WSC2 154
COUN 5670  DEV PROC & STRAT
001 (7020) CRE 3.0  R  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  SAGE 355  Taylor L

COUN 5680  BASIC COUN SKILLS
001 (6272) CRE 3.0  W  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  WH 321
   PROOF OF INSURANCE REQUIRED.
002 (7268) CRE 3.0  M  12:59 pm-03:50 pm  WSC2 155  Chandler C
003 (7271) CRE 3.0  T  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  WH 321  Jones L

COUN 5690  PRACTICUM IN COUNS
001 (7042) CRE 3.0  M  05:00 pm-09:50 pm  WSC2 155  King K
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
   1ST MANDATORY MEETING IS THE SATURDAY AT THE END OF FINALS WEEK IN THE SEMESTER PRIOR TO THE START OF PRACTICUM IN WELCH STREET COMPLEX 2 ROOM 155, 8:45AM-2PM.  ALSO MEETS ADDITIONAL TIMES TBA.  PROOF OF INSURANCE REQUIRED.  RESTRICTED CODE NEEDED, CONTACT DEPT.
002 (6273) CRE 3.0  T  05:00 pm-09:50 pm  WSC2 155
   MANDATORY ORIENTATION: 1ST MANDATORY MEETING IS THE SATURDAY AT THE END OF FINALS WEEK IN THE SEMESTER PRIOR TO THE START OF PRACTICUM IN WELCH STREET COMPLEX 2 ROOM 155, 8:45AM-2PM.  ALSO MEETS ADDITIONAL TIMES TBA AT 1ST CLASS MTG.  THIS SECTION IS NOT DESIGNATED FOR PLAY THERAPY COUNSELORS.
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
003 (6274) CRE 3.0  W  05:00 pm-09:50 pm  WSC2 155  Helker W
   MANDATORY ORIENTATION: 1ST MANDATORY MEETING IS THE SATURDAY AT THE END OF FINALS WEEK IN THE SEMESTER PRIOR TO THE START OF PRACTICUM IN WELCH STREET COMPLEX 2 ROOM 155, 8:45AM-2PM.  ALSO MEETS ADDITIONAL TIMES TBA AT 1ST CLASS MTG.
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
004 (6670) CRE 3.0  T  12:00 pm-04:50 pm  WSC2 155  Meany-Walen K
   MANDATORY ORIENTATION: 1ST MANDATORY MEETING IS THE SATURDAY AT THE END OF FINALS WEEK IN THE SEMESTER PRIOR TO THE START OF PRACTICUM IN WELCH STREET COMPLEX 2, ROOM 155, 8:45AM-2PM.  ALSO MEETS ADDITIONAL TIMES TBA AT 1ST CLASS MTG.
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

COUN 5700  INTRO PLAY THRPY
001 (6275) CRE 3.0  W  01:30 pm-04:20 pm  GAB 438  Taylor L
   PRE-REQUISITES:  COUN 5680, 5710, AND DFST 5123 OR COUN 5670
002 (17836) CRE 3.0  W  01:30 pm-04:20 pm  WSC2 155  Ray D
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

COUN 5710  COUN THEORIES
001 (6999) CRE 3.0  M  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  MATT 114  Holden J
002 (7256) CRE 3.0  T  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  LANG 316  Holden J

COUN 5720  INTERN IN COUNSELING I
700 (6276) CRE V  M  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  LANG 216  Bennett C
   PREREQUISITES:  ALL COURSEWORK.  MANDATORY MEETING 1ST WEEK OF CLASSES.
   MEETS WITH 5721.700
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
701 (7025) CRE V  R  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  PHYS 311  Spellings M
   MEETS WITH 5721.701
   PREREQUISITES:  ALL COURSEWORK.  MANDATORY MEETING 1ST WEEK OF CLASSES.
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
702 (7079) CRE V  T  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  PHYS 311
   MEETS WITH COUN 5721.702
   PREREQUISITES:  ALL COURSEWORK.  MANDATORY MEETING 1ST WEEK OF CLASSES.
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
703 (15293) CRE V  W  12:59 pm-03:50 pm  WSC2 154  Ceballos P
   RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
   PREREQUISITES:  ALL COURSEWORK.  MANDATORY MEETING 1ST WEEK OF CLASSES.
   MEETS WITH COUN 5721.703.
COUN 5721  INTERN IN COUNSELING II

700  (6277)  CRE  V  M  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  LANG 216  Bennett C
PREREQUISITES: ALL COURSEWORK.  MANDATORY MEETING 1ST WEEK OF CLASSES.
MEETS WITH 5720.700
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

701  (7026)  CRE  V  R  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  PHYS 311  Spellings M
MEETS WITH 5720.701
PREREQUISITES: ALL COURSEWORK.  MANDATORY MEETING 1ST WEEK OF CLASSES.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

702  (7080)  CRE  V  T  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  PHYS 311
meets with coun 5721.702
PREREQUISITES: ALL COURSEWORK.  MANDATORY MEETING 1ST WEEK OF CLASSES.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

703  (15294)  CRE  V  W  12:59 pm-03:50 pm  WSC2 154  Ceballos P
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MEETS WITH COUN 5720.703.
PREREQUISITES: ALL COURSEWORK.  MANDATORY MEETING 1ST WEEK OF CLASSES.

COUN 5740  GROUP COUNSELING

001  (14552)  CRE 3.0  W  05:29 pm-09:20 pm  LANG 216  Huffman D

COUN 5790  COUNS CULT DIVERSE

001  (6278)  CRE 3.0  M  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  PHYS 311  Taylor L

COUN 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

700  (6279)  CRE  V
MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

COUN 6080  GROUP CNSL SEMNR

001  (7241)  CRE 3.0  W  09:00 am-11:50 am  WSC2 154  King K

COUN 6220  COUN PRINC & PROC II

001  (7023)  CRE 3.0  M  12:59 pm-04:50 pm  WSC2 154  King K

COUN 6250  CPP: GROUP

001  (7036)  CRE 3.0  R  09:59 am-12:50 pm  MHA 176  Jones L

COUN 6630  ADV PLAY THERAPY

001  (16807)  CRE 3.0  M  12:59 pm-03:50 pm  LANG 223  Ray D

COUN 6651  ADV THEORIES COUN

001  (6302)  CRE 3.0  T  09:00 am-11:50 am  WSC2 155  Lemberger-truel

COUN 6900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

700  (6303)  CRE  V
MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

701  (6304)  CRE  V
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

702  (7001)  CRE  V
Course Topic:  GOTTMAN COUPLE CNSLNG LEVEL 1
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

703  (6305)  CRE  V
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

704  (6306)  CRE  V
Course Topic:  ADLERIAN TECHNIQUES
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

705  (6307)  CRE  V
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

706  (6308)  CRE  V
RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
EDHE/Higher Education

EDHE 5100  INTRO COLL TEACHING
001 (16970) CRE 3.0  T  05:29 pm-08:20 pm  LANG 314  Jones V

EDHE 5110  FDNS STU DEV ADM
001 (7221) CRE 3.0  R  03:59 pm-06:50 pm  WH  312  Tran Parsons U
020 (15772) CRE 3.0  M  05:29 pm-06:30 pm  INET  Tran Parsons U
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS FALL 2018 INTERNET COURSE WILL HAVE ONE MANDATORY ONLINE MEETING ON 8/27/2018
AT 5:30 PM. ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED.
Also meets: M  05:29 pm-06:30 pm INET  8/27/18-8/27/18

EDHE 5210  STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
001 (6976) CRE 3.0  W  03:59 pm-06:50 pm  WH  212  Mckinney T
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
020 (17609) CRE 3.0  INET  Tran Parsons U
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS FALL 2018 INTERNET COURSE WILL HAVE ONE MANDATORY ONLINE MEETING ON 8/27/2018
AT 6:30 PM. ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED.
Also meets: M  06:30 pm-07:30 pm INET  8/27/18-8/27/18

EDHE 5610  FIN BUDGET IN HI ED
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EDHE 6000 PROSEM IN HIGHER ED
001 (7186) CRE 3.0 R 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 321 Bush V

EDHE 6030 INTERNSHIP
700 (6421) CRE V 05:29 pm-08:20 pm Bush V

EDHE 6120 SEM HIER ED RESCH I
001 (7260) CRE 3.0 T 05:29 pm-08:20 pm PHYS 116 Chen P

EDHE 6510 HISTORY HIGHER EDUC
001 (7053) CRE 3.0 M 03:59 pm-06:50 pm WH 112 Bower B

EDHE 6710 GEN ADM HIGHER ED
001 (17610) CRE 3.0 T 03:59 pm-06:50 pm LANG 301 Buggs M

EDHE 6780 EDUC RESOURCE DEV
001 (16969) CRE 3.0 M 05:29 pm-08:20 pm WH 221 Wolf D

EDHE 6790 LEG ASPTS HIG ED
070 (14365) CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm CHIL 245 Harbour C
071 (16971) CRE 3.0 W 05:29 pm-08:20 pm CHEC Harbour C

EDHE 6900 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
700 (6432) CRE V 05:29 pm-08:20 pm Harbour C

EDHE 6950 DISSERTATION
700 (6442) CRE V